Abstract: Tax incentives offered to attract firms engaged in foreign direct investment are often tied to performance requirements such as domestic content restrictions. The tax competition literature has repeatedly shown that competition between municipalities for mobile firms tends to drive taxes to low levels. One would expect a comparable result for burdensome performance requirements. Despite this, the evidence suggests that while taxes have indeed been driven down, performance requirements are as popular as ever. We explain this seeming conundrum by showing that in the presence of spillovers, binding performance requirements can act as a coordination device for firms. In equilibrium, municipalities choose performance requirements which maximize joint surplus from investment. Competition between municipalities then transfers this surplus to firms via taxes.
comparable firms. Okamoto attributes part of this productivity gain to technological diffusion from the Japanese firms to their domestic counterparts. When there are multiple firms, the effects of one firm may interact and reinforce the spillovers caused by others. Examples of this include agglomeration benefits which are increasing in industry output, a host country labor market with an upward-sloping supply curve, and the competitive effects in an oligopolistic market. Since firms do not internalize all of the effects of their actions, this can lead to individual firms making inefficient choices relative to the social optimum.
Performance requirements, which often specify local employment and training levels, research requirements, and percentages of local content, coordinate firms on actions that maximize the total rents.
The maximized rents generated by multinational activity are then extracted by the firms through competitively set tax subsidies. Thus, in equilibrium, generous tax packages will be offered at the same time as performance requirements are imposed. This is exactly the pattern described by Graham (2000) , MITI (2000) , and Moran (1998) . The low tax rates are also indicative of the "race to the bottom" predicted by many models of tax competition for FDI. Of particular interest is that the equilibrium performance requirements are socially efficient in a variety of settings.
While to our knowledge there is no work examining competitively set performance requirements, the interaction between foreign firms operating under performance requirements and domestic firms has received considerable attention. Grossman (1981) , Richardson (1991) , Fung (1994) , and Madan (1998) are amongst the contributors to this rich literature. They all study mechanisms by which the choices of multinational firms can impact the profitability and performance of domestic firms. In this literature, the contribution of Lahiri and Ono (1998) is closest to our own. They examine how a small host country can use a combination of income taxes and domestic content requirements to determine the number of multinational firms it attracts. FDI benefits the host through employment effects and the via the endogenous price of an oligopolistic, non-traded good. They find that a tax on FDI is optimal only when 1 If the choices of actions are sequential, we find identical equilibrium results. 3 the ratio of domestic to foreign input is sufficiently high. By considering a small host, they treat the firms' outside options as exogenous, and do not consider inter-jurisdictional competition for firms. We develop a multiple jurisdiction framework for which the Lahiri and Ono setting is a special case. Endogenous outside options lead to an equilibrium in which the performance requirements are set to maximize total surplus, yet all of this surplus is redistributed to firms via tax subsidies. Thus while we show that the Lahiri and Ono result holds for a partial equilibrium analysis, the gains to the host can evaporate in an more general setting.
We proceed as follows. In section II we present the basic model and our main results. In section III we extends the basic model in several ways and verifies the robustness of the results. Section IV concludes.
II. The Basic Model
Consider a setting with two jurisdictions and two firms. Jurisdictions and firms are indexed A and B and 1 and 2 respectively. Initially, we assume that jurisdictions are identical. The firms are indexed such that if they enter sequentially then firm 1 enters first. In the first stage of the game, each government i announces a "package" of performance requirements ( ) and lump sum taxes (T's). {x
These announcements are simultaneous. After these announcements, each firm j chooses a location. The location choices can be made either simultaneously or sequentially. After both firms choose a location, they simultaneously choose an action x j for j = 1, 2.
1 Note that x j 's can represent a vector of choices, although we treat them as a scalars for ease of exposition. Each action can represent a production level, the purchase of domestic inputs, choice of technology, minimum export requirement, environmental standards, and so on. If a performance requirement is specified in jurisdiction i, then if firm j locates in i, it 2 An alternative to this would be for performance requirements to represent either a floor or a ceiling on firm behavior. However, since only a binding performance requirement has an effect, in equilibrium this is equivalent to our specification. 4 is constrained to . 2 Firms choose their location and activity levels to maximize individual profits.
Profits for firm j located in jurisdiction i are given by:
We assume that for each level of the other firm's activity is maximized by a unique best R j (x 1 ,x 2 ) response. Denote this best response by x j (x -j ). Note that we do not make any assumptions on the crosspartial derivatives of . Thus, our framework allows for both positive and negative spillovers R j (x 1 ,x 2 ) between firms. An example of a positive spillover is a technological synergy, while a negative spillover could arise from competitive interaction in an oligopolistic market as in Lahiri and Ono (1998) .
With this set up, firm 1 will locate in jurisdiction i if:
where V 1 is firm 1's best outside option. This outside option could be to locate in the other jurisdiction or to not invest at all. A comparable condition exists for firm 2. To ease exposition we normalize the firm's payoffs without investment to zero.
Governments choose their packages to maximize national welfare, which for jurisdiction i is given by:
where G i represents the non-tax gains that accrue to the host from foreign direct investment. In Lahiri and Ono (1998) , this would consist of price-reducing competition and employment gains. We do not make any assumptions regarding the behavior of G i in its arguments, thus it is possible for G i to be declining in the firms' actions, as, for example, if firms pollute. We do, however, make the following two assumptions: 
There exists an such that for any other : {x
Assumption 1 guarantees that there exists a pair of activity levels such that there exist taxes under {x 1 ,x 2 } which both a jurisdiction and at least one firm will find investment mutually beneficial. If this assumption fails, the problem is trivial since no competition for the firm(s) exists. Note that this implies the existence of a pair of activity levels which increase global welfare (the sum of the countries welfares and firms' profits) over the no-investment level. Assumption 2 indicates that there exists a unique pair of activity levels such that, when the firms locate in the same jurisdiction, global welfare is maximized. With identical jurisdictions, it is irrelevant which of the locations is the host. Notice that this assumption does allows for an unwanted firm (represented by ), that is a firm which lowers global surplus if it invests. We x ( j '0 explore the implications of relaxing the agglomeration assumption in Section III.
It is important to recognize that without government intervention there are a host of situations in which neither the locations of the firms nor their chosen actions will be socially optimally. For example, suppose that there are positive spillovers between the firms. Here, firms will choose action levels which are inefficiently low, as they do not internalize all of the benefits arising from their choices. Thus, without some coordination, there exist unrealized gains from FDI activity. Alternatively, firms may ignore the impact of their activity on the host, again leading to inefficient choices. Finally, it is easy to find situations in which firms do not agglomerate even though with proper coordination it is optimal for them to do so.
This situations imply that even if governments have tax policies at their disposal, this policy instrument alone will not reach the global welfare maximum. As shown in our first proposition, performance requirements can alleviate this difficulty.
Proposition 1: A jurisdiction i's optimal strategy is to choose
Proof: By equation (3), a jurisdiction's welfare is strictly increasing in the tax revenues it collects.
Therefore, it will choose the highest tax revenues it can while still inducing the firm to invest in it. This implies that the host will choose a tax policy that makes the firm indifferent between locating there and exercising its outside option, hence equation (2) hold with equality. 3 Plugging this result into (3) yields:
By the agglomeration assumption, the values of x 1 and x 2 which maximize (4) are x 1 * and x 2 * . This yields the above as the jurisdiction's optimal strategy.
Q.E.D.
This strategy accomplishes two things. First, it chooses taxes that appropriate as much surplus as possible for the host. The firm-specific tax which does this is decreasing in that firm's outside option. Second, it chooses a performance requirement that maximizes the available surplus which can be split between the host and the firms. Under the agglomeration assumption, this also maximizes global welfare. This is because under the jurisdiction's optimal tax policy, it internalizes all of the spillovers from the firms' choices. Since the values of outside options are exogenous to jurisdictions, this amounts to maximizing global surplus.
It is instructive to compare this optimal policy with that derived by Lahiri and Ono (1998) . In that paper, the authors consider a profit tax applied to foreign firms in the jurisdiction. While this does not alter a firm's behavior for a given number of firms in the market, it does affect the number of firms present.
Thus the profit tax indirectly affects firms' activities. In a similar way, our lump sum taxes do not affect firm behavior for a given number of firms, however, since lump sum taxes do affect the profitability of investment, they can affect the number of firms that enter. As a result, they can have a comparable indirect impact on firm unrestricted actions. A key difference between their setup and ours is that Lahiri and Ono restrict the profit tax to be the same for all foreign firms whereas we allow the lump sum tax to differ across firms. Justification for our approach is provided by King, McAfee, and Welling (1993) , who
show that subsidies often differ across firms. Because of this additional degree of freedom, the jurisdiction may choose to offer one firm a subsidy while taxing another. Thus, Lahiri and Ono's condition for positive taxation need not hold here.
With the jurisdictions' strategies in hand, it is straightforward to deduce their equilibrium payoffs after competition in taxes and performance requirements.
Proposition 2:
In the equilibrium of the tax and performance requirement setting game,
Proof: Since governments simultaneously choose their tax and performance requirement packages, and since they take the overseas packages as given, they therefore treat the firms' outside options as constant. This leads them to bid the packages described by Proposition 1. Note that the performance requirement is not dependent upon either the tax package or the outside option. This is the same for both jurisdictions, thus {x
4 See Fudenberg and Tirole (1993) for details on second-price auctions.
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As is common in games of tax competition for discrete firms, tax competition amounts to a second-price auction for firms. 4 Alternatively, competition can be understood as a form of Bertrand competition in which each jurisdiction undercuts the other by offering marginally more attractive taxes to the firms. For given performance requirements, this drives taxes down until the losing jurisdiction no longer prefers to offer a lower tax (i.e. a higher bid) and win with certainty. This implies that its welfare is that which it achieves in the absence of the firms, or G(0,0). In a symmetric equilibrium this implies that
Thus, as with many tax competition games, competition between jurisdictions leads to a "race to the bottom" which transfers all the gains from FDI to the firms. Early versions of the "race to the bottom" are presented by Zodrow and Mieszkowski (1986) and Wilson (1986) . Additional examples are discussed in the surveys of Wildasin (1986) and Wilson (1999) . It is important to note that a key difference between those models and ours is that they model competition for a continuous amount of investment rather than for discrete firms. In models with continuous investment, equilibria are usually characterized by an equilibrium in which the government retains some of the gains from investment yet taxes are inefficiently low and a public good is underprovided. With discrete firm locations, we find the typical equilibrium for a second-price auction in which the equilibrium bid makes the loser indifferent between winning and losing.
Despite this difference in the form of their equilibria, tax competition models for either continuous investment or discrete firms share a similar intuitive result: as jurisdictions compete for mobile capital, taxes are bid down to a level at which no jurisdiction will gain from a change in taxes which spurs an additional capital inflow. With identical jurisdictions and the preferences described by (3), the equilibrium tax package transfers all the gains from FDI to the firms and leaves the host indifferent between winning and losing. One interesting feature of the equilibrium is that it maximizes total surplus. Alternatively expressed this result says that the jurisdiction which can generate the greatest gains from FDI is also the one that wins the firms.
A second important difference between the Zodrow-Mieszkowski/Wilson model and ours is that here taxes enter national welfare linearly. Therefore our taxes are purely redistributive. As a result, any combination of taxes is socially efficient. This is in contrast to the standard models of tax competition in which taxes are used to provide a public good. As noted above, in those models equilibrium taxes are too low, implying that the public good is underprovided. If we were to include a public good in our model, we would also find that equilibrium taxes are inefficiently low. However, since the gains from coordination through performance requirements would remain, so would their equilibrium use. In fact, as long as the agglomeration assumption is maintained, we would still find that in equilibrium, firms will agglomerate and performance requirements will be set at This is again because the {x
jurisdiction that can elicit the greatest gains from FDI is able to outbid the other. Note that if the public good is necessary in consumption and mobile firms represent the only possible source of tax revenues, then the agglomeration assumption would be violated and a social planner would not choose to locate the firms together. We discuss this alternative in Section III.
We now turn our attention to the distribution of the surplus, which depends crucially upon whether the firms enter simultaneously or sequentially.
Proposition 3:
In the equilibrium of the tax and performance requirement setting game, firm payoffs are described by: 
Proof: When firms agglomerate, it must be that neither would prefer to enter the other jurisdiction alone.
Since, in addition to the surplus that accrues directly to the individual firm, a firm would be able to extract the gain which the other jurisdiction would experience through tax revenues, this yields the lower bounds on firm payoffs described above. With simultaneous entry, the division of surplus is akin to a "split the dollar" game, which results in a continuum of payoffs as described in a). Note that it is not possible for the losing jurisdiction to offer firms a different division of payoffs and attract them since it will not offer them more than in total. When firms enter sequentially, the firm
that enters second gets exactly the value of its outside option, which is given by the maximum amount of surplus it could extract if it chose to enter the jurisdiction that did not attract the first firm. A jurisdiction will not offer any more than this since doing so makes it worse off than if it had no investment at all. The first firm earns more than its outside option since it has a first mover advantage. In fact, after paying both the jurisdiction and the second firm their outside options, all remaining surplus is extracted by the first firm through tax subsidies.
Q.E.D.
Regardless of the sequence of entry, the firms jointly extract all of the surplus generated by FDI. The division between them depends on the whether a firm has a first mover advantage. It is important to note that neither firm loses by the imposition of performance requirements. In fact, since global welfare increases with their use, at least one firm actually prefers the use of such requirements. Therefore, in equilibrium, we find that our theory matches the observations made by Graham (2000) and others that locations both offer favorable tax packages and impose performance requirements
As we demonstrate in the next section, the flavor of this equilibrium is retained under a variety of alternative assumptions.
III. Extensions
Although the above results were derived with very few assumptions regarding the properties of the profit or benefit functions, it is natural to question how general they are. On the whole, we find that the main intuition is quite robust. This is because of the nature of the tax competition. As noted above, tax competition for discrete firms amounts to a second-price auction. Since performance requirements will simply be used to maximize the gains from FDI, the primary difficulty in extending the model comes in questioning how the extensions will affect the equilibrium in a second-price auction. For our first extension, we consider asymmetric jurisdictions and alter the agglomeration assumption such that there exists a pair of firm activity levels for which, when the firms locate in jurisdiction A and {x
(A 2 } undertake these actions, global welfare is maximized. This simply refines the previous assumption by stating that global welfare maximization requires that the optimal activity levels take place in the optimal location. Since jurisdiction A has more surplus at its disposal than B, A will win the bidding war for the firms. Thus, in equilibrium jurisdiction B gets while the firms will split the amount
, which is the most that they could receive if
) they located in jurisdiction B. The split of this surplus depends on the sequence of firm entry in a manner similar to Proposition 3. This leaves jurisdiction A with
which by the modified agglomeration assumption is strictly greater than . Thus, with asymmetry,
we again find that performance requirements will elicit global welfare maximizing levels of firm activity. Now, however, the winning jurisdiction is able to retain some of the gains from FDI as is standard in second-price auctions with differing valuations.
With multiple jurisdictions, we again find that the country which generates the greatest surplus from FDI will win the firms. Without loss of generality, label the jurisdictions A, B, C, and so on such that when firms operate at the global welfare maximizing levels in each jurisdiction, global welfare is highest when the locate in A, second highest when they locate in B, etc.. Since B has the second most surplus available for bidding, A must match B's bid to win the firms. This leaves A with the surplus described by (5), which, if the greatest global surplus when firms locate in A is greater than when they locate in B, is greater than . All other jurisdictions receive . Again, these results follow directly
from the auction nature of tax competition. Firms will split according to the sequence of entry. Therefore
once again firms' locations and actions maximize global surplus in equilibrium.
With multiple firms we extend the agglomeration assumption such that global surplus is maximized when all N firms locate in A and operate at . In this case, the sum of the firms' payoffs {x jurisdiction. Additionally, the division of surplus must be in the core, that is there does not exist a coalition of firms which can break off and go to another jurisdiction where they can receive subsidies and requirements giving them higher profits. A non-empty core is guaranteed by the extended agglomeration assumption. Again, if maximized global surplus is strictly higher when firms locate in A than when they operate in B, A is better off in the equilibrium than if it did not host the firms. Thus, once again, the equilibrium packages result in maximized global surplus.
As in Lahiri and Ono (1998) , we can extend our analysis to include both immobile domestic firms and mobile multinational firms. We can subsume the immobile firms into the and functions, which
transforms this situation into the one above where the only the mobile firms are explicitly modeled.
Therefore all of our results hold even in the presence of mobile and immobile firms. In this way, Lahiri and Ono's setting can be framed as a special case of our more general framework. Note that since domestic firms may not internalize all of the effects of their actions, a host may also desire to implement domestic industrial policies to correct for unrealized gains from investment. If such policy tools are available, then the same incentives which drive requirements that implement optimal mobile firm choices will also yield comparable requirements for domestic firms.
Finally, we relax the agglomeration assumption. One special case in which the agglomeration assumption fails is when mobile firms represent the only possible source of revenue which is needed to provide a necessary public good. Instead, assume that there exists a distribution of firms across jurisdictions such that when the N firms operate at then the gains from FDI are {x If taxes are needed to provide a public good, this distribution simply maximizes the available surplus which could be distributed between all of the agents in all of the jurisdictions. As long the space of possible global welfares is compact, the existence of such a maximizing distribution is ensured. Once again, we find that there is an equilibrium that yields exactly this distribution and set of activity levels. This equilibrium must be in the core, with jurisdictions paying their firms enough such that it is not individually rational for any other jurisdiction to offer any subset of firms enough to induce them to change their location. Again, as long as there exists such an optimal distribution and action set, the core will be non-empty. 5 Thus, there exists a combination of taxes by the current hosts which allows them to retain their firms (and possibly some of the additional surplus generated) such that the competing jurisdictions are unwilling to further increase the total subsidies they offer to this subset of firms. Therefore, there exists a Nash equilibrium in packages which yields this distribution of firms and elicits their global welfare maximizing activity levels. However, similar to the literature on competition for continuous investment levels, tax rates may be too low in equilibrium due to competition. Thus although the gains from FDI will be maximized in equilibrium, they may be inefficiently allocated between firm profits, private consumption, and public good provision.
IV. Conclusion
In the scramble for foreign direct investment (FDI), jurisdictions often compete with one another by offering multinational firms tax subsidies if they locate within their borders. Since firms find taxes burdensome, this can lead towards a race to the bottom in which large tax subsidies are offered. At the same time, however, jurisdictions link these subsidies to performance requirements such as domestic content restrictions. Since firms presumably find these restrictions burdensome as well, why these performance requirements are not competed away presents a mystery. We resolve this issue by demonstrating that performance requirements act as a coordination device that maximizes the gains from FDI. Since this allows firms to extract even more from jurisdictions through tax subsidies, they find this external coordination beneficial. We show that in a game in which jurisdictions offer packages of taxes and performance requirements that the equilibrium involves binding requirements which are Pareto optimal. This result is robust to a variety of assumptions on the number of firms, jurisdictions, and optimal distribution of firms across the jurisdictions.
One admitted limitation of our analysis is that we do not permit spillovers between jurisdictions.
Thus, we do not allow for scenarios such as cross-border pollution. Rauscher (1995) considers the case of transfrontier pollution from the production of a mobile monopolist. Low host taxes encourage additional production (and thus lower prices for the monopolist's good) while simultaneously encouraging damaging pollution. As a result, he finds that equilibrium taxes can be too high or too low relative to the global welfare maximizing solution. Similarly, if potential hosts do not internalize all of the effects of FDI in our model due to inter-jurisdictional spillovers, then the equilibrium packages of taxes and performance requirements many not result in the global welfare maximizing distribution of firms and activities.
Nevertheless, it is simple to calculate examples in which binding performance requirements are imposed in such a second best equilibrium. Thus, although a social planner may be able to enact a Pareto improvement by using side payments, the second best Nash equilibrium can still involve the use of performance requirements. Furthermore, if the global welfare function is concerned about the distribution of surplus across regions, side payments between jurisdictions may be necessary to obtain a first-best solution even if social welfare-maximizing performance requirements are imposed. A second limitation of the above model is that it is static. As found by King, McAfee, and Welling (1993) , when there are multiple periods and a firm can relocate between jurisdictions, the firm may locate in an inefficient location because of the effect this has on bidding in the following round. As the authors note, this firm strategy does not work in a one-period model and therefore it does not arise in the present context. Again, however, it is not difficult to find situations in which performance requirements are used in a more complex dynamic setting even if the equilibrium is not fully efficient.
Despite these limitations, our results make two contributions to the literature on competition for foreign direct investment. First, we have demonstrated that performance requirements such as domestic content restrictions can coordinate firms and increase the gains from foreign direct investment. This increase results from interactions between firm choices and the rents generated by other firms and the host jurisdiction. Second, we have presented the first model of competition in performance requirements for multinational firms. In our analysis, we have been intentionally non-specific about the form of these spillovers and the policy tools which affect them in order to make our results applicable to a variety of situations. By demonstrating their equilibrium use we hope that this motivates additional investigation into creation and implementation of such policy tools.
